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Aspiehelp / The Aspire Trust

April 2017 Newsletter
Edited by Hazel Shanks
In this newsletter: World Autism Awareness Day 2017, Aspire Trust membership is due, Pub
Charity helps us pay our rent, more BBQ fundraisers, and Hamish finds community at an expo.

World Autism Awareness Day is April 2nd
The UN-recognised World Autism Awareness Day is April 2nd.
Aspiehelp has planned a special Social Evening on the 5th of April to celebrate — we
sent out a separate invite for this with the email reminder for the social evening.
We are having a shared dinner with pizza, drinks, and snacks. The cost is $8.
http://www.un.org/en/events/autismday/index.shtml

New financial year, please renew your membership
Membership fees aren’t much for you, but they add up to be significant to us. Please renew your
membership in the Aspire Trust, which is Aspiehelp’s legal name / entity.
Membership fees have increased as was decided at our last AGM, as part of an ongoing effort to
increase the Trust’s income in the hope of being more sustainable and relying on our funders less. The
cost is now $20 for an individual membership, or $30 for a family (both last for one year).
In the 2016-17 financial year, we took in nearly $300 in membership fees. That might not seem like
much, but every bit helps. In addition, supporting ourselves where we can gives our funders faith in us.

Pub Charity grant for rent!
Pub Charity Limited gave us ~$3,900 to go towards rent! Our new offices are a
bit more expensive than our old one, but we think they’re worth it — being in
well aired, well ventilated rooms with sunlight has done wonders for our mood.
We’re now settled into the new offices — I just had my desk adjusted to the correct height — and they
have been so much better to be in, for us and our clients. Thank you again to Pub Charity.

Aspiehelp barbecue fundraisers for April
As usual, we have more BBQ fundraisers in April. We’ll be at Barrington Mall outside the Fresh Meats
Barrington store, on Saturday the 22nd of April. The venue is different this time! The weekend after,
we’ll be at Mitre 10 Beckenham on Saturday the 29th of April.
Our high-quality sausages are provided by Fresh Meats Barrington. For $2.50, we provide a sausage on
bread with fried onion and tomato sauce. Please come and have a look.
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In Our Office
Leith and Olivia went to Auckland last week for a meeting about setting
standards for Carers of people on the Autism Spectrum. (Leith and Julie
went to the initial meeting back in November). This was organised by Te
Pou O Te Whakaari Nui, a Disability Training Organisation which
contracts to the Ministry of Health. We were part of a small group of
representatives on the Autism Spectrum, to provide opinions on what
was reasonable to expect in 4 categories, Essential, Capable, Enhanced
and Leader- Knowledge, Observation and Documentation for each
category. It seems to me to be quite ambitious but also reasonable.
Hopefully, they will drop the word “disorder” and substitute “difference”
or “condition”, and also to expunge person-first language “Leith is a
person with autism”. (The majority of people on the spectrum prefer to
describe themselves as “I am autistic”). We made some great contacts
for the future and received some new ideas for our future
development. The meeting was very positive and encouraging.
The publication of the completed document would happen about
June. These standards will result in the need for lots of training
courses, and we hope this will spin off for us.

Our staff, clockwise from top left:
Leith, Olivia, Julie, and Hazel

We have just met with the Rata Foundation regarding our next funding application, which was very
helpful.
On another note, we are looking for an organiser for our sausage sizzles. The Millar family have done a
great job but now wish to hand over for a short/long time (and a good time). Our stalwarts Tony and
Francis are committed to staying on (one in the morning and one in the afternoon), so we need a
minimum of one organiser to be there all day or more than one for half a day. In addition, the supplies
of sauce etc need to be kept up and the BBQ kit transferred back and forth. (If necessary another person
could do this).

Social evenings

Our regular social evenings are on the first and the third Wednesday of the month,
at a venue near Church Corner at 7:30pm. (Please contact Leith for the exact location).
We have board games, hot drinks and biscuits, and a selection of books from the Aspiehelp library
available at every meeting. Please bring a $2 donation.
The next meetings are on the 5th of April (World Autism day celebration, cost is $8) and the 19th of April.
You are welcome to attend. (New members should contact Leith or Julie first.)

Women’s group

Our Aspiehelp women’s group meets fortnightly on Tuesdays at 2pm.
A get-together for autistic-spectrum women and women living with aspie family.
The next meeting is on the 11th of April — there will be no meeting on the 25th (ANZAC day).
Please contact us if you’re interested in attending.
Our Patron is Stephen Mark Shore, PhD.
The Aspire Trust, Inc is a registered Charitable Trust.
Charities Services registration number is CC46192.
phone (03) 337-6337 or email info@aspiehelp.com

support us at givealittle.co.nz/org/myaspiehelp
www.aspiehelp.com

Supported by:
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The Joy of Unity
By Hamish Beaton, Aspiehelp client, discussing his experience finding community
while cosplaying at the Christchurch Armageddon Expo last month

I was never really much of a social kind of person due to the amount
of fear I've accumulated it's caused me to become mostly
introverted, that and I don't have a lot of confidence in my social
skills because I’m afraid that I’ll say something that gets
misunderstood or taken out of context only to be mocked for it
without a second chance.
When that fear comes true the pain from the trauma really lingers,
your Self-Esteem crumbles around you and you feel like the world
will never understand your perspective of the World so you begin to
reject it in return, so you don't have to feel the Pain of Rejection by
Society ever again. But after a while you begin to feel trapped by this
Shell you built around yourself it begins to silence you so that your
voice is never heard, you try to plan your actions carefully so that you
don't regret your mistakes.
Could you imagine a world where everything is the same but you
don't exist? I may have a preference to keep to myself out of Modesty
but even I could never bear to be forced to watch such a world move
on without my existence. Because one does not truly die unless they
are forgotten without any proof of their existence
remaining.

Hamish Beaton poses as a
Team Skull Grunt from Pokémon

At first I didn't see the appeal in Conventions yet secretly I wanted to
understand why so many people like them, my first experience wasn't
much to write home about since only a small number of people noticed me
and I wasn't too full of confidence at the time.
But during my Second experience I felt something that I only feel when I Act
or talk with someone I can relate to, whenever I entertain or talk with
someone who understands me it feels amazing. When they act in character
I can admire their dedication, when they notice my character or praise my
effort I feel like I really exist. And when they know what l'm talking about I
don't feel awkward at all when I talk with them.
At that moment I finally understood why so many people like these events,
it brings together a large group of people with common interests and gives
us a chance to be social and I never felt so good to be Alive on the inside.
"Whenever I put on a show and the crowd is entertained, that is what true
Joy is for me knowing that l'm doing the same for them. The Nervousness
before the Act, the Adrenaline during the Act and the Joy of an Excited
Crowd after the Act this is what it means for me to feel Alive."

The character,
an enemy
pokemon trainer.
Good work, Hamish!

"The moment when l'm able to shine like the Moon in the Starry Sky is when I feel the most
alive."
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How to Support an Autistic Person During
Autism Awareness Month
April can be a very challenging month for autistic people, who face disaster
rhetoric, praise for organizations that hurt them, calls for cures, and routine
dehumanization. This can be very taxing on their mental health. Here is how to
help protect their self-esteem and keep their spirits high.
1.
Prepare yourself first. Stop listening to parent
groups that blame autism for their misery. Read
from autistic adults about how to support your
loved one. Stay away from any group that has been
called a hate group.Refuse to let bullying groups
form your opinion of your loved one.
2.
Limit general media exposure, particularly
regarding autism awareness. Turn off the TV during
walks "for autism," put the newspaper out of sight,
and encourage them to be careful about the
internet. Autism awareness messages will only
upset them.
3.
Celebrate Autism Acceptance Month instead. This
April event celebrates diversity, encouraging autistic
people to be themselves and pushing for support
and understanding rather than eugenic cures.
Show your autistic loved one articles about this
month, and let them see people promoting
acceptance.

• Try dressing in #RedInstead together.
• Use the neurodiversity symbol.
• Go to (or organize!) local Autism Acceptance

events, and discuss acceptance in your community.
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4.
Find media and gifts devoted to autism acceptance.
Did you find a picture celebrating differences?
Show it to them. Is there an adorable autism
acceptance t-shirt online? Buy it in their size. This
will help reaffirm your acceptance of them and help
them feel proud of their identity.

• Autism acceptance proponents tend to use

infinity signs (which symbolize neurodiversity), rainbows, and red (from
#RedInstead, formerly #WalkInRed).

5.
Paint autism in a neutral/positive light. Autistic
people are used to hearing that their disability is an
epidemic, a disaster, a horrible burden. Try telling
them that their stimming is cute, or commenting
positively on their special interest.
6.
Listen to autistic adults. The autistic community
can offer the clearest perspective, and can give you
plenty of suggestions for supporting your loved
one.
7.
Help them network with other autistic people.
Seeing others like them can help their self-esteem,
and they can relate to each other more easily.

Part 2: “Providing emotional support” will be
published next month (April).
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